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Dear Friends and Partners,

Once again I am grateful for the opportunity to share the 

2015 Annual Report with you. Some of the events we 

are reporting about particularly the meetings were held 

at EASSI House and Training Centre which we moved 

into late 2012 and have continued to improve on slowly 

by slowly.  As I write, we have completed the basement 

and two floors and making use of the space as much 

as possible to hold our meetings and trainings.  It also 

serves as our Secretariat.  We welcome your support in 

helping us complete this project which will be a center 

of excellence for women and girls in the sub Region.

Given the challenging economic environment that we 

have today, it is important to have a level of self-sufficiency 

to mitigate such situations. Therefore having one’s own 

house is a first of many steps.  Unfortunately the house 

is being built in phases and a lot of work still remains 

to be done but none the less, what we have so far has 

given us hope and encouragement that we can actually 

complete a project of this magnitude.  Our house is not 

really in a state to be utilized by others for a fee because 

it is still a work in progress. Otherwise our hope is that 

in future we shall be able to generate some resources 

to cover our management and administration costs.

The world seems to be moving very fast and we find 

that there are emerging issues that impact on our work.  

Even though the African and Beijing Platforms for Action 

remain our foundation, we are also conscious of the 

African Union (AU) Agenda 2063 and the Agenda 2030 

of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

Last year, we celebrated two decades since Beijing, 

which was significant for EASSI because its formation 

emerged from the Beijing Platforms for Action with a 

key mandate to monitor its implementation in the East 

African sub Region.

Our active engagement on advocacy issues and articulation 

of women’s rights remains strong. With your support, 

we have been able to push back against practices 

and agendas that are gender blind; programmes that 

forsake the needs of women and ignore the truth that 

women need to be part and parcel of all development 

processes, and policies that are not gender responsive. 

EASSI’s work on peace and security remains important 

in our countries where conflicts or effects of conflicts 

from neighboring countries create an environment of 

MESSAGE FROM 
THE CHAIRPERSON, BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

“ The world seems to be moving very fast and we find 
that there are emerging issues that impact on our work.  
Even though the African and Beijing Platforms for Action 
remain our foundation, we are also conscious of the 
African Union (AU) Agenda 2063 and the Agenda 2030 of 
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
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insecurity for women and girls.  Our lobby and advocacy 

work continues with the International Action Network 

on Small Arms. The  Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) adopted 

in 2013, which has the potential to protect women 

against Gender Based Violence (GBV) in conflict 

situations through the Article that requires that no 

arms should be transferred in a situation where there 

is potential for GBV, have not been signed or ratified 

by any of EASSI’s member states.  Given that we are 

living in an environment of instability in our sub region 

as far as conflict is concerned, this creates a volatile 

situation for the population but especially women and 

girls whose bodies become weapons of war during 

conflict situations.  Part of our work in the coming year 

will be a campaign for the signing and ratification of the 

Arms Trade Treaty because we realize that the illegal 

proliferation of small arms and light weapons feeds off 

an environment of insecurity.  

EASSI is also involved in economic justice work working 

with women in East Africa involved in cross border trade.  

This has contributed to enhancing the financial status 

of the participating women and we intend to continue 

with this programme that will hopefully give the women 

financial freedom and increase their confidence to make 

important decisions in their own lives.

I want to thank our national focal points, our key partners 

and members namely; CAFOB in Burundi, National 

Union of Eritrean Women in Eritrea, National Ethiopian 

Women’s Association in Ethiopia, the Caucus for Women’s 

Leadership in Kenya. IIDA in Somalia, Tanzania Gender 

Networking Programme in Tanzania and Uganda 

Women’s Network in Uganda for their continued faith 

and partnership.  In these challenging times of funding 

fatigue, they have continued to believe in, and continue 

the journey with us.  EASSI’s regional mandate would 

not be successful without your support

Special thanks to our development partners for your 

generous support that has in turn enabled us to support 

women in different capacities, whether in peace work, 

economic empowerment, and trade related activities, 

policy advocacy, and research, among others. I wish 

to thank SIDA, Trademark East Africa, FOKUS, Diakonia 

East African Regional Office, The Government of the 

Netherlands, and Global Fund for Women for their support.

For additional information on our work, please visit our 

Web site at

http://www.eassi.org. 

We shall be happy to hear from you.

Sincerely,

Bazgenawork Woldemedhin

Chairperson, EASSI

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRPERSON, BOARD OF DIRECTORS (cont.)
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Dear readers,

It is my pleasure to once again present you the EASSI 

Annual Report, 2015. The year was significant, because 

it was the 20th Anniversary of the Beijing Platforms for 

Action and the launch of Sustainable Development 

Goals and Agenda 2030. It also celebrated the 15th 

anniversary of UNSCR 1325 on Women, Peace and 

Security. This was an opportunity to take stock of the 

20-year journey of the Beijing Declaration and Platform 

for Action and to look forward to concrete actions of 

leaders in bringing an end to the unprecedented increase 

in conflict, militarism and rising fundamentalisms across 

the globe, which continues to negatively affect women 

in many ways. It is was also a pivotal year for women 

and girls in Africa. The African Union (AU) dubbed 2015 

‘The Year of Women’s Empowerment and Development 

towards Agenda 2063’. This was an important milestone 

as 2015 marked the first year of Agenda 2063, and is an 

indication of the importance of women’s empowerment 

to the realization of Agenda 2063. The year 2016, also 

provides an opportunity as the theme will be ‘Human 

rights with a focus on Women’s Rights’. 

However, at the same time, women’s issues have become 

more complex. There are new violations against women, 

MESSAGE FROM 
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

“ women’s issues have become more complex. There are 
new violations against women, like cybercrime-related 
gender-based violations, human trafficking, child 
sacrifice, girl child marriages, sitting side by side with 
older barriers such as tradition, religion and culture.

like cybercrime-related gender-based violations, human 

trafficking, child sacrifice, girl child marriages, sitting side 

by side with older barriers such as tradition, religion and 

culture.  EASSI partners with Feminists from the African 

region and internationally to advocate against these claw 

backs from the gains women have made sine Beijing.

In East Africa, EASSI has continued to work closely 

with the East African community (EAC) to achieve 

its advocacy in the region. One of the key advocacy 

issues over several years has been the campaign for an 

East African Community Protocol on Gender Equality. 

The need for an EAC Gender Protocol came about 

following a situational analysis carried out by EASSI in 

2008 to measure implementation of gender equality 

in the five EAC Partner States. The study confirmed 

that the countries were at different levels with regard to 

implementation of these instruments and that women 

were not equally enjoying the benefits of the East 

African Integration Process due in part, to these factors 

that inhibited their enjoyment of rights in their countries 

and subsequently at the EAC level.  In 2015 there was 

a break through when a member of the East African 

Legislative Assembly (EALA) tabled the Bill in the East 

African Parliament, and there are hopeful signs that this 

time it should be approved.
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When it comes to programming, EASSI has been working 

to support women’s economic empowerment through 

building skills of women and girls to manage their own 

businesses and generate income for their families.  To 

date, 6100 women and girls, more than the target of 

6,000 expected to be reached by the end of 2015, 

have developed knowledge and skills to ably influence 

decisions on their economic self-reliance. They have 

been trained in life skills, in cottage industries such as 

tie and dye, candle making, baking and catering, poultry 

keeping and agriculture, among others. A baseline 

survey conducted in 2012, a copy of which can be 

retrieved from - http://www.eassi.org/publications/

cat_view/133-woge-project-publications, revealed that 

majority of the women and girls were engaged in trade 

in an unplanned manner, had no business plans, and 

lacked record keeping skills. They also produced poor 

quality goods which were not competitive in the local 

markets. It is against this backdrop that EASSI developed 

the skills and capacity of these women who are now 

entrepreneurs in their own rights.

Another core activity under Gender and Economic 

Development is the work EASSI is doing with women 

cross border traders within the East Africn Community. 

The overall aim of the project is to enable women cross 

traders both formal and informal to become more vigorous 

actors in the East African Community (EAC) integration 

process by utilizing the opportunities provided by the 

EAC Customs Union (CU) and Common Market Protocols 

(CMP)s. However, the continued predominance of women 

cross-border traders within the informal sector means 

that they remain largely unrecognized and unable to 

benefit from measures aimed at trade facilitation within 

the region. 

We have also established new and strengthened old 

linkages as follows. 

At international level

EASSI is on the International Advisory Committee of the 

International Action Network on Small Arms and Light 

Weapons, Vice President, NGO/CSW/AFRICA, Member 

of the Association for Women’s Rights in Development 

(AWID), Member and Spokesperson of the Civil Society 

of the Commonwealth Foundation’s Gender Plan of 

action Monitoring Group, Member of the Solidarity on 

African Women’s Rights (SOAWR), Member and Vice 

Chairperson, East African Women in Business Platform 

and the Coalition against Violence against women in 

the Great Lakes Region.

The year was also challenging in that the funding arena 

has become more competitive due to the economic 

down turn and that is why it is necessary for organisations 

to have some level of sustainability.  EASSI House and 

training centre is a work in progress, coming up slowly 

because most funding partners do not fund immovable 

assets yet our organisation is a not-for profit.  We continue 

to approach different parties to support our construction 

and hope that we will find a willing partner soon.

I wish to take this opportunity to thank the EASSI Board of 

Directors for their support, and the team at the Secretariat 

for keeping the flag flying throughout the year in-spite of 

the inevitable ups and downs experienced in programme 

implementation.

Finally, I would like to give our appreciation to our 

development partners that are walking the talk with us.  

Special thanks to the Netherlands Government, Trademark 

East Africa, Global Fund for Women, Diakonia, FOKUS.

Sincerely,

Marren Akatsa-Bukachi

Executive Director

MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR (cont.)
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The Annual Report 2015 provides an overview of EASSI’s objectives, activities 
and outcomes for the year 2015.

OVERVIEW  

EASSI was formed in 1996 after the 4th World Conference 

on Women held in Beijing, China in 1995 to monitor the 

commitments of Eastern African governments towards 

gender equality. Since then the organisation has remained 

committed to holding governments accountable for the 

attainment of these commitments, and others including 

United Nations Security Council Resolutions 1325, 1820, 

1888, on women, peace and security, African countries 

on the Maputo Protocol, among others. In 2016, EASSI 

will be celebrating 20 years of Advocating for Women’s 

Rights in Eastern Africa. 

EASSI works across the eight countries with National 

Focal Points which are also its member  organizations 

which include: Collectif des Associations et ONGs 

Feminines du Burundi (CAFOB); National Union of 

Eritrean Women (NUEW) in Eritrea; Caucus  for Women’s 

Leadership (CWL) in Kenya; Profemme Twese Hamwe 

in Rwanda; Women’s Development Association (IIDA)  

in Somalia; Tanzania Gender Networking Group (TGNP) 

and Tanzania Media Women’s Association (TAMWA) 

in Tanzania,  Uganda Women’s Network (UWONET) 

and National Association of Women’s Organizations in 

Uganda (NAWOU) in Uganda. 

In order to make concrete impact to the communities, 

EASSI works directly with the grass root women at a 

Micro level and at the same time maintains advocacy 

work at Meso and Macro levels. 

Micro Level 

•	 EASSI continues to empower women to benefit from 

the opportunities in the East African Community. 

In 2015, EASSI continued with efforts to create an 

enabling environment for women trading across the 

EAC region, through addressing their challenges. 

This is done by creating awareness on EAC customs 

and immigration procedures among the women 

Cross Border Traders (WCTBs). EASSI also held 

several activities aimed at strengthening WCBT 

Associations by training the leaders on Business 

Management, advocacy and governance.

•	 To ensure that women get economic justice, EASSI 

embarked on the Women’s Economic Justice Project 

(WEJ) which is implemented in conjunction with 

FIDA and NAWOU in Luweero district and funded 

by FOKUS a Norwegian organisation. In 2015, EASSI 

organized a women’s trade fair in Luweero where 

over 80 exhibitors participated. The exhibition linked 

women traders to market opportunities within and 

outside Luweero district, gave an opportunity to sell 

their products, as well as learn from other women 

exhibitors. EASSI also carried out a baseline and 

market survey which set pace for the project.

•	 EASSI trained 90 women leaders from selected 

women’s groups in Goma (DRC/Rwanda), Uvira 

and Bukavu (DRC/Burundi) in life skills such as self- 

awareness, decision making and advocacy skills 

which prepared them to meaningfully negotiate 

peace. The training was conducted under the Gender, 

Conflict Prevention and Post Conflict Reconstruction 

supported by the Global Fund for Women. 
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OVERVIEW (cont.) 

Meso level

•	 The Campaign for an East African Gender Equality 

Bill continued in 2015. The Bill replaced the Gender 

Protocol that EASSI and her partners continuously 

advocated for over the past six years but met many 

challenges along the way. Going for an EAC Gender 

Bill is not a come down but a prudent and faster 

way than a Protocol. The goal of the campaign is to 

have one unifying instrument that will unite the EAC 

Partner States of Burundi, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania 

and Uganda to champion women’s rights and gender 

equality in the region from a common perspective. 

The Bill is now awaiting tabling in the EALA.

•	 Still at the MESO level, EASSI undertook a study on 

the Gender Responsiveness of Trade policies in the 

EAC and its partner states with a view to identifying 

gender gaps that need to be filled in order to provide 

women traders in East Africa with a level playing 

field as far as regional trade is concerned. 

Macro Level

EASSI is a member of regional, international and global 

initiatives such as the International Action Network on 

Small Arms, where it sits on the Advisory Committee and 

the Women’s Network, the United Nations Commission 

on the status of Women in Africa, (NGO/CSW/Africa 

in which EASSI is the Vice Chair, Commonwealth 

Gender Plan of Action Monitoring Group in which the 

EASSI Executive Director is the Spokesperson for CSO 

members, the East African Women in Business Platform 

in which it the Executive Director is the  a co-Vice chair, 

the East African Community CSO reference group on 

HIV, TB and STIs, and an active member of Solidarity 

for African Women’s Rights (SOAWR)  a Pan African 

women’s rights coalition advocating for the ratification 

and implementation of the Maputo Protocol by African 

Union Member States. On each of these platforms, EASSI 

continues to advocate for policies of existing relevant 

policies that address women’s issues and for new ones 

where these are missing.
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Who we are

The Eastern African Sub-regional Support Initiative for 

the Advancement of Women (EASSI) is a sub-regional 

civil society organisation made up of committed 

individuals, NGOs, coalitions and networks driven to 

transform gender relations globally and especially in 

the Eastern Africa sub-region. The organisation works 

in eight countries namely Burundi, Eritrea, Ethiopia, 

Somalia, Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda and Tanzania. EASSI 

was born in 1996 after the Beijing Conference with a 

mandate to monitor implementation of the African and 

Beijing Platforms for Action in Eastern Africa and the 

Beijing and African Platforms for Action are the main 

international agreements that frame EASSI’s programmes.  

Over the years, EASSI has taken on other regional and 

international instruments such as the Maputo Protocol 

and the United Nations Security Council Resolution 

(UNSCR) 1325 on Women, Peace and Security.

INTRODUCTION

Our Vision:  A society where all enjoy gender 

equality, access to justice and 

peaceful coexistence. 

Our Mission: To contribute to the attainment of 

the Beijing and African Platforms for 

Action through policy engagement 

and demonstration of best practices 

for the advancement of women.

Our Goal: To catalyse national, regional 

and international processes on 

critical areas of concern in order 

to make concrete and meaningful 

changes for women.

How we work

EASSI works with a total of sixteen National Networks and 

NGO’s with national mandate in eight countries of Eastern 

African Region. Each of these national networks has members 

in their respective countries which spreads and extends the 

opportunity and influence of EASSI.

What we do to achieve our mission and goal: In 

striving to achieve our mission, our ambition is to address the 

following areas:

1. Women Rights and Gender Equality: The focus under 

this thematic area includes; Right to access productive 

resources, opportunities and information; Right to benefit 

from outcomes of development and public interventions 

and Gender Based Violence.

2. Gender and Economic Development: The focus under 

this thematic area is on economic empowerment of 

women to increase Women’s real power over economic 

decisions that influence their lives and priorities in society.

3. Gender and Conflict Prevention and Post 
Conflict Reconstruction: The focus under this 

thematic area includes building capacity of women 

and women movements to effectively participate 

in peace process and ensure women’s voices 

are brought to decision making tables on conflict 

prevention and post conflict reconstruction.

4. Gender and Governance: The focus under 

this thematic area includes building capacity of 

women to increase their participation in leadership 

and building capacity to participate in politics.

5. Emerging Regional and International 
Paradigms: EASSI has positioned itself to 

contribute to the gender priorities in the post 

2015 development framework; The International 

Conference on Population and Development 

Program Action (ICPD) beyond 2014; Agenda 

2063 of the African Union among others.   
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Since 2008, EASSI has been advocating for an East 

African Community Gender Protocol. The need for an 

EAC Gender Protocol came about following a situational 

analysis carried out by EASSI in 2008 to measure 

implementation of gender equality in the five EAC 

Partner States. The study confirmed that the countries 

were at different levels with regard to implementation 

of these instruments and that women were not equally 

enjoying the benefits of the East African Integration 

Process due in part, to these factors that inhibited their 

enjoyment of rights in their countries and subsequently 

at the EAC level.  

The campaign was later changed to that of an EAC Gender 

Equality Bill. EASSI later on partnered with the Society 

for International Development (SID) on this campaign 

which involved national and regional campaigns within 

East Africa, composition of an Alliance of like-minded 

organisations to champion the Bill, lobbying of EAC 

THEMATIC AREA 1;
WOMEN RIGHTS AND GENDER EQUALITY

Campaign for an East African (EAC) Protocol/Bill on Gender Equality

Participants at the Regional Conference to reignite the campaign for an EAC   Gender Equality Bill

structures at different level including the EAC Secretariat, 

EALA, and the sectoral Committee on Gender.

EASSI and SID also developed a Gender Monitoring 

and Evaluation Framework of the commitments by the 

EAC and its partner states to help organizations monitor 

EACs work in relation to Gender Issues as outlined 

in the EAC Treaty.  A number of key women’s rights 

organisations in the EAC are in possession of this tool 

and are using it to monitor different aspects of the EAC 

Treaty according to their own mandates. Its use will 

also highlight implementation gaps related to gender 

in the EAC treaty and back up the campaign for an EAC 

Gender Bill.

In 2015, EASSI re-ignited efforts to have the EAC Gender 

Equality Bill passed by EALA. In May 2015, EASSI mobilised 

over 60 Gender Equality activists for a conference on 

the bill in Kampala. Participants were drawn from civil 
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society organisations and government ministries such 

as Gender and East African Community Affairs as well 

as the media. All the five East African Countries namely; 

Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania were 

represented. The Conference was funded by DIAKONIA.

Participants discussed at length the contents of the draft 

Gender Bill which was produced about three years ago 

and made amendments in line with current realities on 

the ground. Later in October 2015, EALA gave leave 

to Hon Nancy Abisai, EALA Member from Kenya, to 

table the EAC Gender Bill.  But this was only the first 

step.  To popularize the draft Bill, it will be necessary 

to hold national public hearings in each EAC member 

state, lobby other national members of Parliament and 

members of EALA.  

THEMATIC AREA 1 (cont.) 

Situation Analysis of the EAC Partner States on Implementation of 
Gender Equality Commitments

EASSI with support from the Common Wealth Foundation 

commissioned a situation analysis of the EAC partner 

states on implementation of Gender Equality commitments 

in 2015. The findings are to inform the development of 

an EAC Gender Bill and Gender Policy.  The findings 

are also expected to facilitate gender mainstreaming 

in planning, resource allocation and implementation 

of development programmes in the Community and 

addressing the gender gaps and imbalances in the region.

The analysis assessed the gender based disparities 

using benchmarks on Economic, Political, education, 

health, gender based violence and Peace and Security 

in the EAC and its partner states. The analysis looked at 

the provisions of the key Gender Equality instruments 

and some key achievements and impacts that the policy 

frameworks have created and finally examined the gaps 

that require further intervention on the gender agenda.

The study found that despite the legal framework in 

place, there are still glaring gaps in some legal and policy 

frameworks in the EAC partner states. Among them: 

Burundi has signed but not ratified the Protocol to the 

African Charter on Human and People’s Rights on the 

Rights of Women in Africa; Retention of girls due to early 

pregnancies leading to school dropouts, and forced 

early marriages remains a challenge in Kenya; Gender 

based violence still persist in Rwanda; harmful traditional 

practices in Uganda remain prevalent, including early 

and forced marriage, and abduction of girls, “widow; 

Appreciation of gender concerns is still low in Tanzania . 

The study  recommended that the EAC should develop 

a regional law that is binding to all EAC Partner States 

to facilitate harmonization of all commitments made 

by the region at international and regional level with a 

view to improve on implementation and reporting on 

these commitments
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The Objective of the Gender and economic development 

Program is to significantly facilitate an increase in women’s 

real power over economic decisions that influence their 

lives and priorities in society. 

The Project running under the title “Consolidating 

the gains of women cross border traders in the East 

African Community Economic Integration process 

comes in the footsteps of a previous phase 1 project 

which was implemented between April 2012 to June 

2013. The Project titled “Empowering Women Cross 

Border Traders (WCBT) in the EAC common market was 

aimed at creating an enabling environment for women 

trading across the EAC region, through addressing their 

challenges. Being a one year project, the project ended 

in June 2013 having registered some achievements but 

there were still existing and emerging challenges that 

THEMATIC AREA 2; 
GENDER AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Consolidating the gains of women cross border traders in the East 
African Community Economic Integration process

were not comprehensively addressed by the project. 

With the kind support of TMEA, EASSI is implementing 

phase II of the project at the borders points of Malaba 

(Kenya/Uganda), Busia (Kenya/Uganda), Taveta/

Holili(Kenya/Tanzania), Mutukula(Uganda/Tanzania), 

Katuna(Uganda/Rwanda), Namanga(Kenya/Tanzania)

and Kobanga(Burundi/Tanzania).

aimed at consolidating the gains in phase 1.

The “Consolidating the gains of women cross border 

traders in the East African Community Integration 

process” Project is mainly focussing on strengthening 

the associations which were formed in Phase one with 

an overall goal of increasing the volume and value of 

trade by WCBT association members engaged in Cross 

Border Trade.

Achievements of the Gender and Trade Project

In 2015, EASSI under her Gender and Trade project undertook several activities that had far reaching results on 

the women. 

Gender analysis of EAC trade policies and regulatory frameworks
 

Participants pose for a group photo during the Rwanda validation meeting (L) and (R) the Kenya meeting

Gender and Trade Project
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Jane Benuza, a Cross Border Trader contributes during 
the Uganda Validation meeting in Kampala

Inter and Intra-East Africa trade is one of the main 

strategies for unlocking wealth in the East African 

Community partner states, and with the coming into 

force of the EAC Customs Union and Common Market 

Protocols, the partner states have set the stage for an 

enabling environment for regional trade.  

 

Against this background, EASSI conducted a study on 

the gender responsiveness of the trade policies within 

the EAC Secretariat and the Partner States with a view to 

identifying gender gaps that need to be filled in order to 

provide women traders in East Africa with a level playing 

field as far as regional trade is concerned.

Among the key findings of the study were that Kenya 

and Burundi do not have trade policies although as of 

July 2015, Kenya was in the process of developing a 

trade policy. Uganda has a trade policy which is gender 

blind and as of July 2015, the Ministry of trade was in 

the process of reviewing its trade policy with the aim 

of engendering it. Rwanda offered the best example of 

gender mainstreaming within its key trade policies and 

regulatory instruments. Both the National Trade Policy 

and National Export Strategy provide key interventions 

to be implemented in addressing gender imbalances 

though these are not being fully implemented hence 

women at the grassroots are still facing gender related 

challenges.

Following the completion of the study, meetings to 

validate its findings were conducted in Kenya, Uganda and 

Rwanda with various ministries, departments, agencies 

and organizations working in trade related issues. 

 

During these meetings, more gaps in policy formulation or 

implementation were identified, the report was validated 

and decision makers made concrete recommendations 

on how to address the identified gaps. Opportunities 

for embracing a gender responsive environment are 

emerging, for example in Kenya, the officer from the 

East African community affairs ministry invited EASSI to 

review its draft policy and identify whether it is gender 

sensitive; In Rwanda, officials from the ministry of trade 

committed to follow up and ensure the recommendations 

made are implemented while in Uganda where the 

Ministry of trade is in the process of reviewing the 

National trade policy, several women’s organizations are 

being invited to contribute in engendering the policy. 

All these efforts contribute towards the realization of a 

more gender responsive frameworks for cross border 

traders to operate in. 

Gender analysis of EAC trade policies and regulatory frameworks (cont.)

Monitoring and evaluation training 
for implementing partners and 
Women Cross Border Traders 
Association leaders

The Monitoring and Evaluation training was done at the 

beginning of the project. During the training participants 

were introduced to the results chain to ensure that they 

fully participate in the implementation and monitoring of 

the project using simple tools. They were taken through 

their roles as leaders to ensure success and sustainability 

of the project. 
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The WCBT leaders also got a chance to share the 

progress made in their associations since they were 

formed in phase 1,and also develop work plans in 

relation to phase 2 of the project.  WCBTs from different 

borders also got a chance to interact and identify trade 

opportunities from other borders.

For example, Akankwasa Miria from the Katuna border 

interacted with Mariam Babu from Busia border and 

identified that Afia Soft Drinks from Kenya are cheap 

compared to soft drinks in Uganda. The two then got 

EASSI enhanced the capacity of Women Cross Border 
Traders on different trade issues within the EAC

into an agreement where Miria sends money to Mariam 

who purchases the soft drinks in Kenya, does all the 

clearances of taxes, and loads them on Buses in transit 

to Rwanda which deliver the products to Miria at the 

Katuna border. Miria then offloads and sells the drinks 

as a wholesaler to retailers from both Rwanda and 

Uganda. Miria has since received three consignments 

from Mariam in Busia and they are thinking of expanding 

to include other types of drinks. 

Recognizing that lack of adequate information on the 

right channels to follow while engaging in cross border 

trade is one of the biggest challenges faced WCBTs, 

EASSI embarked on a series of border level,  sensitization 

workshops on the EAC customs and immigration 

procedures for Women Cross Border Traders (WCBTs). 

The sensitization workshops  were conducted at the seven 

border areas of Malaba (Kenya/Uganda), Busia (Kenya/

Uganda), Mutukula (Tanzania/Uganda), Katuna (Rwanda/

Uganda), Holili/Taveta (Kenya/Tanzania), Namanga (Kenya/

Tanzania and Kabanga/Kobero (Burundi/Tanzania). The 

sensitizations focused on the rights and entitlements of 

women traders in regard to border crossing and trade 

aimed at increasing the number of women using formal 

systems to trade across East African borders.

 
As a result of the sensitization workshops, the women 

cross border traders got a better understanding of the 

Simplified Trade Regime (STR) and some of its instruments 

including the Certificate of Origin which is issued on 

certain products originating from EAC states.  These 

documents are supposed to be issued free of charge 

and should not be sold.

 

WCBTs also learnt that free movement of goods 

originating from East Africa does not mean that goods 

are completely tax free but would be exempted from 

some taxes such as import duty.  Traders were also made   

to understand that each country has a list of sensitive 

products and therefore dealing in those products would 

lead to a trader incurring more costs at the border. An 

example of such products is sugar in Kenya and cashew 

nuts in Tanzania.

The WCBTs noted that the training had greatly enlightened 

them about cross border trade. Joyce Muithe, a trader 

from Taveta border Tanzania said “I and my son have 

always used ‘panya (undesignated) routes’ whenever 

Awareness on EAC Customs and Immigration Procedures Created
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we are moving into either Kenya or Tanzania for fear of 

passing through immigration. But after this training, I am 

going to encourage my son to use the formal systems 

and I will also enlighten other traders who fear passing 

through immigration on the fact that the beliefs they 

hold regarding border crossing are just myths”.

As a result of the interaction between WCBTs and border 

officials, the Border officials also became responsive to 

the needs of women for example at the Malaba border, 

the fisheries department requested thwe women to 

form a fish traders’ association. They were promised 

assistance with a fish trading license which will make it 

easy for them to clear the fish at the border as a group 

unlike when they do the clearance individually. 

National level training in advocacy, governance, business management 
for NWCB association leaders

The National Cross Border Association Chairman-Uganda Godfrey Oundo speaks during one of the training sessions in 
Kampala

“I and my son have always used ‘panya 
(undesignated) routes’ whenever we are 
moving into either Kenya or Tanzania for 
fear of passing through immigration. But 
after this training, I am going to encourage 
my son to use the formal systems and I 
will also enlighten other traders who fear 
passing through immigration on the fact 
that the beliefs they hold regarding border 
crossing are just myths”. Jane Muithe - Taveta 
Border

Awareness on EAC Customs and Immigration Procedures Created (cont.)
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National level trainings for Women Cross Border Traders 

(WCBTs) were conducted in June and September 2015 

to ensure that the women are well equipped with skills 

to enable them engage in productive trade. Participants 

were drawn from various border points in Kenya, Uganda, 

Rwanda, Burundi and Tanzania. 

The trainings were comprehensively arranged to cover 

topics on advocacy, the simplified trade regime, required 

standards for goods commonly traded by WCBTs, 

Business skills including marketing and value addition, 

loans and credit schemes among others. 

In Tanzania, the training was conducted jointly with 

the Tanzania Gender Networking Programme (TGNP), 

in Rwanda, with Profemme Twese Hamwe while in 

Burundi, it was done jointly with Association of women 

Entrepreneurs in Burundi (AFAB) all of whom are our 

focal point organizations in each of these countries. 

As a result of the trainings, the WCBTS got knowledge 

and skills in transacting across borders, business 

management, required standards and value addition. For 

example Fransisca Mumbua from Taveta border noted 

that “At the Taveta border we have never received any 

training on leadership and governance. I really thank 

and appreciate EASSI for inviting me for this training 

and the session on leadership which has helped me 

reflect and realize that I always lead my people without 

considering their issues or listening to them. I am now 

going back to my border as a role model leader who will 

listen to people before passing out harsh judgments or 

decisions on them.”

Florence Atieno from Busia border pointed out that “from 

the leadership session, I have learnt that dictating all the 

time does not make me a good leader and I appreciate 

learning that there are other styles of leadership that I 

can use and still remain a good leader.”

National level training in advocacy, governance, business management for NWCB 
association leaders (cont.)

Establishment of information and resource centers 

In order to provide women with relevant trade information 

to reduce their vulnerability to abuse and exploitation, 

EASSI has established new information and resource 

centres at the border points of Taveta and Malaba. These 

centres brought the number of EASSI resource centres 

at the EAC border points to five with others having been 

previously established at Busia, Katuna and Mutukula.

The resource centres act as a linkage point between 

women traders and border officials as well as other 

stakeholders seeking to engage with WCBTs. Besides 

being information hubs, the resource centres capture 

traders experiences across the border points and link 

the WCBTs to relevant authorities and in some cases 

intervene when traders are faced with challenges.

EASSI hopes to establish two more centres at the Namanga 

and Kobero/Kabanga border points. Relatedly, to ensure 

that women traders are updated with information on how 

different commodities are trading across the different EAC 

countries, EASSI has continued to disseminate market 

price information via SMS to traders across the region.
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End of Project Evaluation

EASSI and Deutsche DSW commissioned an End of term evaluation of the Women and Girls Empowerment project 

(WOGE) to determine whether the goal and intended project outcomes were realized during the four years of 

project implementation. More importantly the End of Tern Evaluation was meant to measure the impact of WOGE 

on women and girls. 

Key findings from the end term evaluation

Increased capacity of women to participate in decision making

Findings from the WOGE end of project evaluation show that 93% of the women and girls were able to make informed 

life choices and decisions that contributed to their socio-economic well-being. The Evaluation report further indicated 

that 6,128 women and girls were involved in decision making at household and group level for their economic 

self- reliance. This was as a result empowerment with new life skills to express themselves, set and pursue their 

goals without being held back by cultural and stereotyped limitations. This empowerment led active participation 

of women in decision making at household level and improved ability to make informed life and health choices.

Women and Girls Empowerment Project (WOGE)

The Women and Girls Empowerment Project (WOGE) is 

a project that EASSI and DSW have been implementing 

since 2012. The goal of this project is to contribute to 

poverty reduction by strengthening women’s and girls’ 

voices for economic self-reliance in the East African 

Region particularly in Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania and 

Ethiopia.  

It was designed to strengthen and promote economic 

empowerment of women, give them a voice to champion 

for themselves their own issues and reduce their 

vulnerability and violation of their rights.  

The WOGE project has four outcomes namely; 

(i) Women and girls develop the knowledge 

and skills to ably influence decisions on their 

economic self-reliance; 

(ii) Women and girl’s groups have a voice through 

effective collective action at local level to 

improve economic self-reliance; 

(iii)  Women and girls utilise available information 

to improve their economic self-reliance; and

(iv) women and girls benefit from improved 

regulatory frameworks and business services 

for economic self-reliance.

The project was complimented by the Male Engagement to End Sexual and Gender Based Violence (Men 

Engage) Project which involved men in preventing violence against women. The following were the achievements 

for WOGE project in 2015;
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The figure above shows that Women and girls have advocated more for Women economic rights (71%), access to 

social services (36%), and access to good governance and accountability. 

 

By the end of the WOGE Project, the women could ably engage with policy makers and duty bearers on various 

issues related to women empowerment.  As shown in figure below.

154 groups formed

Through the WOGE project, EASSI and DSW established, 

strengthened and helped register 154 women groups. 

The groups were supported through capacity building 

to do business and access credit services.  According 

to the WOGE project evaluation, 90% of the group 

members had established a new income generating 

activity since joining WOGE, well above 75% target set 

at the baseline. 

The groups were also trained to develop action plans 

and all of them had implemented their plans by the end 

of the project life in 2015. WOGE further supported these 

groups with in kind support with  95% of the groups 

receiving small capital/in kind support to expand their 

business and income generating activities which included 

food processing, poultry keeping, mushroom growing, 

and manufacturing of products like liquid soap, candles, 

bar soap, jewelry and crafts among others.

 

The groups have clear governance/leadership structures 

(Chairperson, Secretary and Treasurer) and hold regular 

meetings. By the end of 2015 a total of 40 groups were 

linked to standardization bodies including the Uganda 

National Bureau of Standards (UNBS) and Kenya Bureau 

of Standards (KEBS) in Uganda and Kenya respectively. 

This linkage has helped improve the quality of products 

that are within acceptable national/regional quality 

standards. 
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by district/county community development departments to ensure ownership and sustainability. 

Increased utilization and Access to information

The evaluation shows that 82% of Women and girls (above the target of 75%) in the groups have been able to utilize 

available information to establish income generating activities, improve their production and value addition processes, 

learn new practical skills, improve their access to credit facilities, expand markets for their products including cross 

border markets. Incomes of the women and girls have increased in the process by 60% on average. 

The women have gained food security after being educated on how to increase food production and balancing 

between selling and storing up for home consumption. Helping women access information has increased their 

access to property rights including land improved which improved by 72%. As a result the women have better 

ability to produce food crops.

Cross border trade associations have 

been formed at all border points (Katuna, 

Mutukula, and Busia) and many of the 

WOGE women were registered members. 

This has further enhanced access to 

trade information and strengthened 

networks for cross border trade. The 

WOGE groups/associations are linked 

to Local Governments and supervised 

WOGE groups were given in-kind support/
startup capital to start or expand income 
generating activities

Under food security trainings, women groups were trained on adding value to their products
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 Fully operational and functioning Information and resource centres

A woman displaying her goods at the Kyotera resource canter

As a way of realising greater impact on the women, 15 

resources centres were established at the various districts 

of operation. This has enabled women to access trade 

information and the centres also act as meeting venues 

for the women. The resource centres are being used 

to display the various products of the women groups, 

thus acting as marketing and display centres.  According 

to the evaluation, 81 percent of the women and girls 

interviewed had accessed the resource centres for 

information compared to the WOGE baseline report that 

revealed that only 7% had accessed information from 

other public information places.

Increased benefit of women from improved regulatory frameworks 
and business services 

Women and girls benefited from selected country/

district frameworks and development plans such as the 

Plan for Modernization of Agriculture (PMA) in Uganda. 

Their groups were included in planning and budgeting 

processes and have been allocated resources to 

implement their community work plans for economic 

empowerment. WOGE groups in Uganda and Kenya 

benefited from the CDD grant and Women Enterprise 

fund respectively. For example 2 groups in Masinya 

sub county, Busia district successful lobbied the sub 

county and district leadership for CDD grants of UGX 1, 

750,000 each which they have since used to enhance 

their enterprises.

Several sub counties developed by-laws on GBV and 

child labour, as a result of the Men engage component 
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of the WOGE project; this has led to reduced GBV cases 

and child labour which is an enabling factor for women 

to be successful in business. 

WOGE translated and simplified policies and protocols 

on customs and common market protocols for the 

East African community (EAC). As such, this enabled 

Monitoring and Evaluation: 

women to understand their rights and enabled them to 

conduct cross border business with fewer impediments. 

Women and girls that were engaged in cross border 

trade attributed their success to partly being able to 

understand the necessary requirements and their rights 

to trade across borders as a result of the WOGE project.

Increased benefit of women from improved regulatory frameworks and 
business services (cont.)

On 5th June, 2015, EASSI and DSW hosted a delegation 

from the Funding Leadership and Opportunities for Women 

(FLOW), Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands 

Government. The objective of their visit was to monitor 

progress of the project, interact with the participants and 

other key stakeholders to assess impact. 

The team visited WOGE groups in Busia-Uganda and 

-Kenya and Tororo districts in Uganda. Besides the WOGE 

groups, the team was joined by male champions from 

the Men Engage project to End Sexual and Gender 

Based Violence that ended last year, district officials as 

well as EASSI and DSW staff.  

The FLOW team appreciates products by the women groups in Busia Uganda

The Flow Visit
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The FLOW team experienced first-hand the progress 

of the WOGE project and the impact it has had on the 

women. They were exposed to the diversity of products 

exhibited by the women ranging from well packed and 

branded liquid and bar soap, candles, peanut butter in 

well labelled jars ready for the market, bakery products, 

fresh vegetables from farms and kitchen gardens, 

sweaters and cardigans, among others.  They also 

interacted with different local Government officials at the 

district, including the Local Council (LC) V Chairperson 

Mr. Wanyama Stephen Oundo, the District Community 

Development Officer (DCDO) Mr. Wafula Ernest, the 

Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) Mr. Wapowa George 

William and the District Resident Commissioner Mr. 

Hussein Kato Matanda.

The FLOW team appreciated the products from the 

WOGE groups and commended EASSI and DSW for 

the good implementation of the project which has seen 

over 6,000 women economically empowered.

The local Government officials applauded EASSI for 

The Flow Visit (cont.)

the good relationship with them since the beginning 

of the project almost 4 years ago, and as the project 

comes to an end they called upon the implementers 

to continue with the spirit of cooperation, transparency 

and accountability at all levels. The LCV Chairperson Mr. 

Wanyama Stephen Oundo encouraged the women’s 

groups to c0ontinue with their works and advised them 

to improve on quality in order to be able to compete 

favorably with other traders who deal in the same 

products. Mr. Wanyama promised to lobby for assistance 

to the WOGE groups since there is a lot of funding from 

government that is directed to women.

Local government authorities have given solid support 

to the WOGE project, key among which is the piece of 

l evidenced by and by the Busia district council where 

a resource center has been set up.  This will ensure 

sustainability of the project since it is a permanent location. 

Today the resource center also acts as meeting space 

not only for WOGE women but the district council as well.

10 Women groups given start-up capital in Missenyi, Tanzania

EASSI has continued to support women and girls’ groups 

with start-up capital into the fourth year of the WOGE 

project.  The start-up support was given to the groups 

after they were equipped with practical skills in various 

cottage industries for improved economic self-reliance.  

 

A total of 10 groups in Missenyi, Tanzania tie and dye 

materials, chicks, cattle and a maize milling machine. 

The start-up capital and training is to enable the groups to 

cascade their knowledge and skills to their communities 

helping to break the cycle of poverty.

Sarah from Missenyi Tanzania shows off a packet of flour made 

by KAOFACO
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elderly fund and the Community Development Fund 

are usually available to organized and registered groups 

such as the WOGE groups.

Accessing loans has been a challenge to women since 

most banks require security yet majority of them don’t 

have assets such as land and houses which as are 

usually needed as security in order to get bank loans. 

With DFCU’s help, the WOGE groups will be assured of 

capital for their businesses as well as growth even after 

the WOGE project has ended.

Throughout the four years, the project employed different 

ways to ensure sustainability and continuity of the 

WOGE groups and their businesses through linkages 

to existing opportunities in Local Government and the 

private sector.  The women were linked to DFCU bank 

which pledged to help them grow their businesses 

by assisting them to open up accounts and register in 

order to access funds from government development 

programs. The bank has special women’s loans that do 

not require collateral security which has been a major 

barrier to women’s access to credit given that majority 

do not own land and other productive resources.

Training the women on book and record keeping, 

the Manager DFCU Branch in Mutukula Mr. Jonathan 

Batambuze, urged the women to open accounts to 

access loans and be eligible for funds from Government 

Development programs. Government Community 

Development funds for example the youth fund, the 

disability fund, the special interest groups fund, the 

Mr. Jonathan Batambuze (standing L) training the women on records keeping in Mutukula.

Women linked to DFCU Bank to access security free loans 

“EASSI supported us with a milling machine 
and we have now tripled our flour production 
as a group. From the profits made, we have 
been able to purchase better packaging 
materials which has also increased our 
sales hence individual incomes. We are 
now recognised in the district and are 
proceeding to acquire certification to enable 
us export our flour with ease.”One of the groups with poultry materials in Missenyi 

Tanzania      

“Once you open up accounts as individuals 
and as groups, DFCU will help you register   at 
the district, help you develop business plans, 
train you on how to expand your businesses 
and help you access security free loans.’’
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The project is aimed at promoting economic 

justice for Women through improved sustainable 

livelihood, rights awareness and enforcement and 

access to market information. The Project also 

aims at strengthening women’s access to justice 

and capacity to organize, network at various levels 

and take collective action for improved access to 

information, resources and markets for sustainable 

livelihoods.  

Women’s Economic Justice Project (WEJ)

The Eastern African Sub-regional Support Initiative for 

the Advancement of Women (EASSI) in partnership with 

Uganda Association of Women Lawyers (FIDA) and National 

Association of Women Organizations of Uganda (NAWOU) 

is implementing a four year project in Luweero entitled, 

“The Women’s Economic Justice project.”  The initiative 

is supported by the Forum for Women and Development 

(FOKUS), a Norwegian organization, and is being implemented 

with 26 women’s groups in all the 13 sub counties of Luweero 

District from January 2015 and ending December 2018. 

The women march through Luweero town during the opening of the trade fair. Under the WEJ project, EASSI organizes 

Trade Fairs annually to link women groups to markets among other objectives

The Women’s Economic Justice had the following achievements in 2015;

The Luweero Women’s Trade Fair

The women’s trade fair was the first ever such trade 

fair for women in Luweero.  It was joined by over 80 

exhibitors and hundreds of show goers.  The trade fair 

was aimed at creating an opportunity for the women 

and girls’ groups to showcase and obtain new markets 

for their products. It was also meant to avail them with 

learning and knowledge sharing opportunities aimed 

at helping them add value to their products.

Various products among them candles, handicrafts, 

legal services, herbal hibiscus juice, bags, mats, wine, 

brick laying machines, organic seeds, paintings and art 

works, Bitengyi( African fabric) jewellery, sweet potato 

juice and cakes were exhibited. 

UWEAL Chief Executive Officer Ms. Christine Kawooya 

(3rd R) and EASSI ED Marren Akatsa-Bukachi (2nd R) tour 

stalls during the women’s Trade Fair in Luweero
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““This exhibition has given me an 
opportunity to get market for my 
products, before this I was not 
known, but now I have got so many 
customers.”

Some of the products exhibited during the Trade Fair

Exhibitors included women traders from 

Luwero, Kampala, Kabale, Busia Uganda 

and Kenya and Rakai districts. NGOs such as 

Shelter and Settlements Alternatives (SSA), 

Tusitukirewamu women’s groups etc. also 

supported their women’s groups to participate 

which created an opportunity for learning 

and networking. 

It was a very successful event that exposed 

Luweero women traders to market opportunities 

beyond the district. It also provided the women 

with the opportunity to sell their products, 

learn from other women exhibitors such as 

making Hibiscus juice from Hibiscus, training 

that was offered freely by Merrisa Hibiscus 

group.

Feed Back from the Exhibitors

One of the exhibitors Aida Nassali, who adds value to sweet 

potatoes to get products such as sweet potato juice, cakes 

and flour said, “This exhibition has given me an opportunity 

to get market for my products, before this I was not known, 

but now I have got so many customers.” 

Elizabeth Ddamulira said “The trade fair was good, we 

got a good platform to market our products. We sold a lot, 

networked and even managed to get a new bottle design 

to brand our product through the networks that we made”.

I have got so many ideas on how to add value and package 

products from fellow exhibitors. I have also made friends 

and also publicized my products”, said another exhibitor 

who showcased products from Irish potatoes. “In Fact, I 

have sold everything I carried to the trade fair,” she added.
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Baseline and Market Surveys

A baseline survey was conducted to assess the initial state 

of the women, and the products produced in Luweero.

The baseline survey revealed that women in Luweero 

had challenges in Enterprise selection, management 

and leadership skills, Market research and proposal 

writing, financial management and accountability as 

well as marketing, sales and market linkages.

A market survey was later carried out to establish the 

current socio-economic status of women, the quality and 

quantity of agricultural products for potential up scaling 

in local and regional markets in the target communities, 

market opportunities and the capacity needs of women 

in Luweero.

The survey established that women in Luweero mainly 

dealt in agricultural products, art and crafts. It revealed 

that despite this, the women lacked adequate quality 

and production capacity to supply national and export 

markets. The survey therefore recommended standards 

improvement of products produced by the target 

group to enable competitive participation at national 

and regional levels. It also recommended helping the 

women groups add value to their products. 

Later on, a workshop was held to disseminate the 

Baseline and the Market survey findings. It was attended 

by participants from Luweero district Local government, 

26 women groups and Luweero district Community 

development officers from all the sub counties of the 

district. The participants welcomed the findings as they 

enlightened them on the kind of groups they have and 

what kind of solutions they needed. The district Chief 

Administrative Officer urged EASSI and partners to 

concentrate on finding markets for the women products 

since it’s one of the major problems they face.

The baseline and market survey findings are being 

used by EASSI and partners to design interventions that 

would ensure women’s economic justice in Luweero.

Capacity Building on EAC Markets Standards

Sixty three (63) women have so far been trained on 

Standards, Branding, Packaging and Quality Assurance 

by the Uganda National Bureau of standards (Department 

of Consultancies).  Another 110 women have been 

trained in practical crafts skills. 

During the trainings it was noted that most of the groups 

have not yet acquired the Standard marks (S-Mark) 

and Quality mark (Q-Mark) which is making them less 

competitive in the market. The Q-Mark is issued by UNBS 

to products that meet specific standards and it gives an 

assurance to the customer that the product conforms 

to Ugandan standards and is of good quality while an 

S-Mark is the minimum requirement for all Ugandan 

products that certifies the quality of goods and is allowed 

with in the East African Common Market and beyond. 

The women were also ignorant about book keeping 

and its importance.

As a result of the training, three groups comprising of 

85 women have managed to identify the gaps in their 

business activities and have come up with work plans 

to address the gaps. The groups that trained in practical 

skills have started to diversify the variety of their products 

so as to be more competitive on the market.

Dr. Abdul Ndifuna from UNBS 

inspects the wine produced by 

Kwewaayo wine Dev’t Ass (L) and (R) 

Members of Agali awamu Women’s 

group attending to crafts skill training
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Marketing and Information resource center established

A marketing and information resource Centre 
was established in Luweero Town council. 
The resource center provides women with 
relevant trade and market information. 

The resource centres also act as a linkage 
point between women groups, traders and 
other stakeholders. Besides being information 
hubs, the resource centres also capture 
women’s experiences from Lucero and refer 

those who need help to relevant authorities 
and in some cases intervene when traders 
are faced with challenges. 

The resource center was officially launched on 
Thursday 17th September, 2015 by the Executive 
Director of Uganda Women Entrepreneurship 
Association (UWEAL), MS Christine Kawooya 
who represented the Minister for Trade Industry, 
Ms. Amelia Kyambadde. 
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The United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325 

(2000) recognizes the distinction between women’s 

and men’s needs and calls on all actors involved in 

negotiating and implementing peace agreements to 

adopt a gender perspective. This perspective includes 

paying attention to the special needs of women and 

girls during repatriations and resettlement, rehabilitation, 

reintegration and post-conflict reconstruction. 

THEMATIC AREA 3; 
GENDER, CONFLICT PREVENTION AND 

POST-CONFLICT RECONSTRUCTION

The strategic objective of this programme is to increase 

the participation of women in challenging systemic 

causes of conflict and providing alternative paradigms 

to peace building and conflict resolution. Our work is 

focused on gradually bringing women’s voices into the 

decision making spaces on peace and security matters. 

EASSI is part of a coalition on UNSCR 1325 in Uganda 

that is playing an important role in promoting community 

involvement in the implementation of UNSCR 1325, 

1820 and the Goma Declaration in Uganda.

The Women’s Platform of the Peace, Security and Cooperation 
Framework in DRC/Rwanda

With support from Global Fund for Women, EASSI 

mobilised 90 women leaders from selected women’s 

groups in Goma (DRC/Rwanda), Uvira and Bukavu (DRC/

Burundi) border areas who were trained as Trainers 

of Trainers (TOTs) in Entrepreneurship and the Peace 

economy, Life skills, Leadership, and Business skills 

using Do IT Yourself manuals that were translated into 

French to facilitate easier learning. 

Each training targeted 30 women leaders who upon 

completion of the three days’ workshops were awarded 

with certificates as TOTs and assisted to draw work 

plans where each of them committed to share the 

newly acquired knowledge with at least 20 women.  

It was also agreed that the TOTs would integrate the 

learning in their routine group meetings thus making it 

a sustainable and transformational approach.

As a follow up, EASSI conducted a support, monitoring 

and evaluation visit to Uvira and Bukavu to establish how 

the trained trainers were fairing in terms of training other 

women in the groups. 3 groups were visited per border Women and children bear the brunt of war during conflicts and 

it’s important to prepare them meaningfully to negotiate peace
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area and it was found that they had all incorporated 

the trainings in their weekly group meetings. Towards 

the end of each meeting, they would identify the 

following week’s topic in a participatory way with their 

group members based on their actual group needs or 

identified gaps and would then plan accordingly. In the 

same meeting, a trainer would be agreed upon and 

members would be encouraged to invite other women 

that are not necessarily their registered group members 

in order to widen the knowledge sharing. This approach 

has not only ensured sustainability but also enhanced 

cohesion, networking and general value addition to 

the overall significance of the women’s groups to their 

communities.

 

In Uvira border area, the TOTs have lobbied the market 

management committees for them to regularly conduct 

trainings during the weekly market days thus reaching 

some many people with minimal resources. 

The training in life skills such as self- awareness, decision 

making and advocacy skills prepared the women to 

meaningfully negotiate peace. The interactive approach 

to training – in which participants were actively involved 

and felt their views and contributions were valued – 

helped women and girls realize the power of their own 

voices to contribute to positive change. At the same 

time, those that are trained as peer educators got direct 

and immediate experience in taking on leadership roles 

hence ensuring sustainability.

In the course of the trainings, women leaders would 

discuss and analyze existing power structures and how to 

collectively challenge them.  Women were empowered 

to stand up together to represent themselves, instead 

of relying on professional advocates to speak up on 

their behalf.  

The Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) programme
The illicit manufacture, transfer and circulation of small 

arms and light weapons and their excessive accumulation 

and uncontrolled spread in many regions of the world 

has a wide range of humanitarian and socio-economic 

consequences and pose a serious threat to peace, 

reconciliation, safety, security, stability and sustainable 

development at the individual, local, national, regional 

and international levels.

Some of the Women during the training in DRC

IANSA representatives wearing orange on June 3rd to 

commemorate no Gun Violence Day
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Over the past several years, EASSI has championed a 

gender dimension in the small arms and light weapons 

debate and has together with other national, regional and 

international organisations had a measure of success in 

creating awareness on the link between gender and small 

arms as well as contributing to inclusion of gender in key 

arms documents such as the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT).

Under the SALW program, EASSI focuses on the gender 

dimensions of small arms and how gender could be 

integrated into the Arms trade treaty (ATT) which came 

into Force in December 2014 after 50 ratifications 

by members of the United Nations.  None of EASSI’s 

member states have ratified the ATT in spite of their 

strong participation during the negotiation process.

In 2015, EASSI was represented at the Second open-ended 

Meeting of Governmental Experts (MGE2) under the 

Programme of Action (UNPoA) to Prevent, Combat and 

Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons 

(SALW) that took place at the UN Headquarters in New 

York from 1-5 June 2015. EASSI was represented by the 

Executive Director Marren Akatsa-Bukachi who attended 

this meeting as a CSO representative and member of 

the International Action Network on Small Arms (IANSA).  

 

The Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) programme (cont.)
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The current approach to reducing poverty and promoting 

economic growth stresses the need for communities 

to be able to influence the public institutions that 

affect their well-being. Good governance is central 

to this approach: public institutions must be efficient, 

transparent, and accountable; and the processes of 

governance must be inclusive and participatory so that 

all citizens have opportunities to demand accountability 

from their governments. Gender equality is an important 

goal in itself and a means for achieving development. 

THEMATIC AREA 4; 
GENDER AND GOVERNANCE

Development policies and institutions must ensure that all 

segments to society both women and men have a voice 

in decision making either directly or through institutions 

that legitimately represent their interests and needs.

Women’s participation in governance is not only limited 

to political participation but in decision making at all 

levels.  EASSI is pursuing this thematic area through 

its campaign on the East African Gender equality Bill.

Gender responsive governance and accountability in East 
Africa 
EASSI got funding from SIDA for a project titled “Gender responsive governance and Accountability mechanisms” 

under which we shall conduct an annual Gender Barometer to track performance of key Articles and targets in 

the EAC partner states towards gender equality commitments on selected international and regional instruments 

among other activities.

Activities begin in 2016.
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Media publicity

Both print and broadcast media was used to draw 

attention to the various gender issues including the need 

to empower women and girls as a strategy for poverty 

alleviation and gender equality through advocating for 

an East African Gender Equality Bill.

On November 3rd 2015, EASSI ED Marren Akatsa-

Bukachi was hosted live on NTV to analyse the electoral 

process of Uganda, as the nomination of Presidential 

candidates took place at Namboole Stadium. Marren 

discussed the women’s agenda and the issues that 

women want the presidential candidates to touch on 

during the campaigns.

EASSI has positioned itself to contribute to the gender priorities in the post 2015 development framework; The 

International Conference on Population and Development Program Action (ICPD) beyond 2014; Agenda 2063 of 

the African Union among others.   

Communication and Networking 
Strategic communication ensures that the work we do with women and girls, boys and men is shared and communicated 

to the different stakeholders and their feedback received where necessary.

THEMATIC AREA 5; 
GENDER EMERGING REGIONAL AND 

INTERNATIONAL PARADIGMS

Women and Children pick green beans at the Dodicha Vegetable 
Cooperative in Ethiopia
(Credit: La Stefanova/ USAID

Production and dissemination 
of the Annual Report 2014

The annual report 2014 was published and shared with 

development partners and stakeholders. The report 

gave an account of the 2014 events in terms of results 

from the various programs implemented by EASSI, 

challenges, and lessons learnt. A copy of this report 

can still be accessed from the EASSI website – http://

www.eassi.org   
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Then on 28th May during the news at 9.00 PM, NTV aired 

a story about the Gender Bill.  The story was compiled 

as women and gender rights activists met at Imperial 

Royal hotel in Kampala for an update on the progress of 

the bill and revitalize its campaign in the EAC Watch full 

story at: http://www.ntv.co.ug/news/local/29/may/2015/

activists-call-harmonized-gender-policies-across-eac-

region-6391#sthash.t6GICRMx.dpuf  

In the print media, an article was published in the East 

African News Paper as part of the campaign against 

Gender Based Violence, EASSI Published a one page 

full colour newspaper supplement in the East African 

Newspaper on December 5th 2015. The article that was 

published during the 16 Days of Activism against GBV 

was titled “EASSI working to provide equitable access 

to cross border trade opportunities”. It covered violence 

against women in trade, how EASSI has helped women 

overcome it and the opportunities available for Women 

Cross Border Traders (WCBTs).

The choice of the East African Newspaper and NTV is 

because is due to their regional readership and viewership. 

Trade Fair 
mini-documentary

A short documentary on the Women’s 

Trade Fair in Luweero was produced. 

The video captures the whole event of 

the trade fair and is available in both soft 

and hard copies. The Video can now be 

viewed on You Tube: 
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Trade Fair 
mini-documentary

A short documentary on the Women’s 

Trade Fair in Luweero was produced. 

The video captures the whole event of 

the trade fair and is available in both soft 

and hard copies. The Video can now be 

viewed on You Tube: 

 

Production and dissemination 
of Newsletters

Two editions of the 16-page WOGE Project bi-annual 

newsletter highlighting the interventions of the joint 

project by EASSI and DSW were published and shared 

with the various stakeholders during lobby and advocacy 

meetings, on the list serves and social media networks. 

In addition, three editions of the Women’s Lexis Newsletter 

were produced and shared with stakeholders and 

development partners. The Women’s Lexis is a monthly 

electronic newsletter that gives insights and updates 

on ongoing programs at EASSI.  All editions of our 

newsletters can still be accessed at http://www.eassi.org/

publications/cat_view/112-newsletters-the-womens-lexis

Websites and social media 
platforms

The EASSI website, www.eassi.org was maintained 

throughout the year. The website has grown to over 

1,000 visitors per month. Majority of the users are from 

the Eastern African Community, Partner states who 

constitute 65% of the traffic. Our social media pages 

such as face book, Twitter, You Tube and the Blog are 

remarkable routes to our website.  

Mailing lists

EASSI maintains one mailing list namely; eassi@

googlegroups.com. These are the main means of 

communication on our work. The EASSI list has about 

500 members. Feedback from the members subscribed 

to list is positive showing that the news and opportunities 

shared are relevant to the recipients. The list continue to 

grow and our target 700 members subscribed to them 

by the end of 2016.
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Institutional Strengthening And Human Resource
The overall objective of the Finance and Administration Department is to provide efficient and effective services in 

the areas of Human Resources Management, Administration, and financial services as well as guidance to EASSI. 

It provides strategic and operational advice to Managers and administrative support to employees.  Institutional 

strengthening is a cornerstone of any vibrant and sustainable organization. This includes both human and non-human 

resources that work together to hold the institution together. In EASSI, this includes the members, the staff at the 

secretariat and the tools that have been made available to make the environment conducive for efficient and effective 

delivery of the organizational goals and objectives.

Governance
EASSI General Assembly 

This General Assembly is EASSI’s highest governing body responsible for the ratification of major policy decisions, 

plans and budgets. It is comprised of 26 members made up of 16 organizations and 10 individuals. The General 

Assembly sits every after two years and in 2015, its meeting was held in July as planned. The assembly discussed 

the EASSI@20 anniversary celebrations among other issues.

Board of Directors Meeting

The role of the Board is to provide policy oversight, approve annual plans and Budgets, and recruit key staff and 

advice the Secretariat accordingly.  The Board of Directors meeting was also held as scheduled. The Board reports 

to the General Assembly held every two years.

Some Board members and staff during a group photo at EASSI house in Kampala
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EASSI House 2nd floor complete

The second floor of EASSI house premises was completed 

and is yet to be furnished. We hope that with the generous 

support from friends, we shall be able to complete our 

house. EASSI house is open to be hired for training, 

meetings and conferences to the public. The House has 

a fast speed wires internet connection and a constant 

supply of power. It has rooms that can accommodate 

both small and big meetings and conferences. All 2015 

internal trainings were held there. 

An artist’s impression of EASSI HouseAn artist’s impression of EASSI House

Staffing

Following new developments like the Women’s Economic 

Justice Project in Luweero that is funded by FOKUS, a 

Norwegian Organisation and the Gender and Trade 

projects supported by TMEA, EASSI recruited four staff 

for positions of project coordinator and Assistants. EASSI 

also recruited volunteers to help with the implementation 

of programs.

Staff capacity building 

Staff capacity building continues to form a major 

part of staff development. Training in monitoring 

and evaluation, leadership and advocacy were 

conducted for program staff. While Finance 

and communications staff attended continuous 

Professional development workshops. In December 

2015 EASSI held her staff retreat at its secretariat 

in Kampala. 

An artist’s impression of EASSI House

EASSI staff during the end of year party

EASSI Board meeting was held in one of the conference rooms of 

EASSI house

An Artist’s impression of EASSI House
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Conclusion

2015 was an interesting year as EASSI drew closer to the 

20th anniversary since its founding in 1996. We continued 

to work with stakeholders and communities  at Micro, 

Macro and Meso levels through advocacy, lobbying, 

social and economic empowerment to advance the 

status of women. 

EASSI continued with its advocacy for a Gender Equality 

Bill in the East African Community which is now with EALA. 

We also continued with efforts to create an enabling 

environment for women trading across the EAC region, 

by addressing their challenges and sensitizing them on 

Customs and Immigration procedures.

We pledge to continue advocating for gender sensitive 

policies and full representation of women in all public 

offices towards the attainment of gender equality, peace 

and development in all our countries of operation and 

beyond Africa. 

We hope our programs will continue to help, shape and 

empower women who are in most cases vulnerable to 

the inequalities in our communities, countries and the 

world over for gender equality, peaceful coexistence 

and economic development.

We highly appreciate and value our partnerships; both 

financial and technical support of the development 

partners specifically Forum for Women and Development 

(FOKUS), the Netherlands Government, Trade Mark East 

Africa (TMEA), Global Fund for Women, Diakonia and 

the Swedish International Development Cooperation 

(SIDA).This journey would not have been possible 

without their generous support. 

We wish you a happy and fruitful 2016 and you are 

all invited to celebrate with us as we mark 20 years of 

advocating for women’s rights in Eastern Africa.
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EASSI staff Members 2015

1. Marren Akatsa-Bukachi Executive Director

2. Christine Nankubuge Programmes Director

3. Assumpta N. Muweera Finance and Administration Manager

4. Nuliat Nambaziira Programme Officer – Communication and networking

5. Elizabeth Ampairwe Project coordinator - WOGE Project

6. Ruth Warutere Project Officer-Gender and Trade Project

7. Joseph Kinene Project Officer Women’s Economic Justice

8. Moreen Zalwango Finance Assistant

9. Loy Aceng Project Assistant

10. Rosette Namuteesa Administrative Assistant

11. Annette Auma Project Assistant Busia

12. Stephen Gerald Okello Project Assistant-Rakai

13. Deborah Ainebyona Project Assistant- Kabale

14. Elizabeth Mwikali Mutuku Project Assistant

15. Florence Nambejja Resource Center Assistant

16. Jessica Nassiwa Resource Center Assistant

17. Martin Katongole Office Assistant

18. Fred Begumisa Driver

19. Alex Kitonsa Driver

20. Brenda Nassimbwa Volunteer – Gender and Trade

21. Joseline Komuhangi Volunteer - WOGE
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EASSI Financial Statement for the year ending 2015 

 Year Ended

31st December 2015

Year Ended

31st December 2014 

 Shs ‘000 Shs ‘000

ASSETS   

Non-Current Assets   

Property, Plant and equipment                     921,235                       899,221 

                     921,235                       899,221 

   

Current Assets   

Cash and cash Equivalents                  1,839,702                       373,362 

Accounts Receivables                       15,923                         42,282 

Total Current Assets                  1,855,625                       415,644 

   

Total Assets                  2,776,860                    1,314,865 

   

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES   

Accumulated Fund                     659,817                    1,038,194 

   

Non-current Liabilities   

Bank overdraft Crane Bank                              -                                  -   

Deferred Income                  1,482,048                       176,644 

Trade and Other Payables                     634,995                       100,027 

                  2,117,043                       276,671 

Total Equity and Liabilities                  2,776,860                    1,314,865 

THE EAST AFRICAN SUB-REGIONAL INNITIATIVE FOR THE 
ADVANCEMENT OF WOMEN (EASSI)

Balance Sheet as at 31st December 2015
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The Eastern African Sub-regional Support Initiative for the 
Advancement of Women (EASSI)

www.eassi.orgEassi-Eastern-Africa @eassigender EASSI Eastern Africa

For More Information Contact:

Plot 3565, Kulambiro - Kisasi, Opp. Ntinda View College

P. O. Box 24965, Kampala–Uganda  

Phone: +256 393 266 451

Email: eassi@eassi.org, eassi.eassi@gmail.com


